
Dates: Tues 7th - Thurs 9th September 2010
Venue: Maunsel House, Somerset

A sensational one-off 3 day training event with some of the finest 

tutors and photographic artists in the business. 

Come with us on a journey of discovery, learn career-defining skills, 

meet like-minded professionals and capture photographs and 

memories to cherish forever. 

Read on or click here to book your place now.

http://www.lovegroveconsulting.com/heart_of_portraiture.aspx


Our Brief
• Bring together 18 like-minded professionals willing to push their own 
boundaries, to learn career-defining skills and capture photographs and 
memories to cherish forever.

• Create an environment that stimulates a fusion of art and portraiture to 
create gallery ready masterpieces.

• Keep each training group to just six shooters for a maximum learning 
experience.

• Provide a fantastic location, professional models, make-up artists and all 
the elements to make this the perfect learning environment.

• Make best use of the delegates time with evening talks that build upon the 
days training.

• Stimulate cross integration and the sense of belonging by dining together 
each evening.

The Heart of Portraiture 

The journey to each finished piece of work is everything, and it starts 
from within. You will learn how to set the scene, the way to communicate 
thoughts and direction to the sitter, how to build rapport and to stimulate a 
moment. You will enhance your use of shape, form, texture, tone and light in 
your photography.

What You Will Learn

Each tutor has their unique way of shooting. Jo de Banzie photographs 
children with a fluid shoot process that draws heavily on the landscape to 
create collections of photographs in fine art albums that are eloquent and 
self supporting bodies of work. Damien Lovegrove plays the role of film 
director to precisely shape the look and emotion in an image. Tamara Peel 
has an effervescent personality that lifts those around her to higher level. 
She combines her classical fine art training with an instant rapport to bring 
out the best in her sitters. ‘There is so much to learn on every level from each 
of our tutors’.

The Tutors



Damien Lovegrove Tamara Peel

Jo de Banzie
Jo specialises in children’s portraiture, 
producing images with a lyrical, wistful 
quality. Her long-term interest in landscape 
photography has had a profound influence 
on the way she chooses to photograph 
people. Her work is shot entirely on 
location, where her subjects are placed 
within the context of their lives. Using 
natural light, and borrowing from the 
landscape, incorporating detail, texture 
and movement, Jo’s images capture the 
spirit of childhood through a series of 
glimpsed moments.

Jo is a London based photographer, 
working from the Westbourne Studios 
in Notting Hill, and taking private and 
commercial commissions throughout the 
UK and Europe. Working for an enviable 
client list, her business model is low 
volume, high sales, and unashamedly top 
end!  

In addition to portraiture, a substantial 
proportion of Jo’s images are commercially 
commissioned and include work for the 
fashion and music industry.

Damien learned his trade as a cameraman 
and lighting director during 14 years at the 
BBC, working on programmes such as the 
Clothes Show, Top of the Pops and Casualty. 
Days off from filming were often spent taking 
photographs for a variety of top name clients 
including Peugeot, Motorola, and Adidas.

Then Julie made an entrance in his life and 
he realised that photography wasn’t the only 
thing he was passionate about! She comes 
a very close second (yes, that is a joke) and 
anyone who has met Damien can’t fail to be 
inspired and motivated by his enthusiasm for 
his second career. So much so that once you 
get him started on a subject it’s hard to shut 
him up...

Fifteen years on, Damien has become one 
of the foremost trainers of photography 
and entrepreneurial business strategies in 
our industry. A published writer and regular 
columnist, Damien has traveled the globe 
sharing his knowledge and expertise. 

“Photography fascinates me” declares 
Damien. “Creating instant pictures using a 
technically intricate process is electrifying. 
Much of my photography is inspired by a 
burning enthusiasm within me” explains 
Damien. “Picking up a camera gives me such 
a rush that I’m instantly driven to create 
pictures.” 

Tamara Peel is a warm, free-spirited individual. 
The ability to put everyone at their ease 
combines with an instinctive understanding of 
people to allow the personality of her subjects 
to shine through in her highly incisive portraits. 

Originally trained in fine art, Tamara sees the 
world through the eyes of an artist - constantly 
watching and waiting to capture fresh, original 
images in her photographs.

Tamara Peel is recognised as one of Europe’s 
leading portrait and fine art photographers 
having won many prestigious awards for 
her work. Tamara studied art and design 
gaining an honours degree in photography at 
Manchester. Having created her first studio in 
Worcestershire she has subsequently expanded 
into Surrey. 

Tamara successfully combines both traditional 
and newly developed techniques to create 
both beautiful and unique works of modern 
art.

“My style is honest and fun, celebrating life, 
love and family.”

Marko Nurminen 

Meet the tutors

Marko will be running his Digital Art 
Post Production workshop each day 
in addition to the three shooting 
workshops. This is primarily for those 
photographers wishing to combine two 
of the shooting workshops with a post 
production day.

Damien and Julie Lovegrove first 
met Marko ten years ago when they 
photographed his wedding. He joined 
the Lovegrove team as a picture editor 
in 2001 and since then he has become 
one of the most talented and sought 
after people in our industry.



Damien’s Masterclasses

Shooting Art Portraits with Continuous Light

The Concept

Taking portraiture to the next level, knocking on the door of 
fine art is Damien’s aim for this unique workshop. Expect a calm 
shooting experience with the emphasis on feminine beauty and 
masterful light. Some work will be low key simple one light set 
ups. Others will be intricate conceptual art using several pieces 
of lighting kit simultaneously.

You will learn how to see and construct a picture from first 
principles. How to direct expression and capture the image with 
a timed precision.

Equipment

Damien will have his tripod with him for the rare occasions that 
it might be used to keep the ISO down for technical quality 
reasons. He will also have a spare Manfrotto plate for those 
delegates wishing to make use of the tripod. Some of the shoot 
locations are quite tight so it may not be practical to have six 
tripods in the same room so please make use of Damien’s tripod 
or your own monopod if you have one.

Damien will be shooting with a Canon 5D mk2 using a 100mm 
Macro f/2.8 lens at f/2.8 at times and maybe a 50mm lens at f/2. 
The other lens that Damien will have in his bag is a 21mm fixed 
wide angle.

What equipment to bring: There are no hard and fast rules but 
expect to need a dSLR body, any make will be fine, with lenses 
from 24mm - 100mm (on full frame) f/2.8 or wider is ideal, but 
image stabilised f/4 lenses will be fine too.

The lighting kit will all be supplied by Damien. This is a list of the 
kit he will have available for the workshop:

• 100w Lowel id-light (battery powered) 
• 150w Arri Junior Fresnel | 300w Arri Junior Fresnel
• 150w Lupo 800 HMI Fresnel | 250w Lupo 1200 HMI Fresnel
• 400w Broncolor Kobold HMI Fresnel
• Various Lastolite reflectors 
• A homemade water reflection sheet
• A 6’ x 4’ scrim panel  • Various gobos  • A small electric fan

Damien is not expecting to 
use all of the lighting kit and is 
happy to describe how a near 
similar set up can be lit using 
other lighting equipment owned 
by the delegates including 
Speedlights etc. The emphasis will 
be on creating sublime images 
with the minimum of fuss and 
intervention. The lighting will 
be simple and precise with the 
emphasis on careful rigging 
and setting of each piece of 
equipment used. Expect some shots to be lit wit just the ambient 
light in the room. There will be times where a range of 3 or more 
exposure stops will produce acceptable images and all the look 
options will be explored. 

Although Damien intends to shoot mainly interior portraits, if 
the weather is kind and the opportunity for an excellent image 
outside presents itself, Damien will take you out to capture it.

Damien will ensure that you get enough time with each set up to 
perfect your shooting technique and capture your image. Each 
delegate sees the scene differently and although Damien will 
lead the workshop giving full details of exposure, lighting and 
white balance decisions you will be free to capture your own 
interpretations of the scenes if you wish. The whole workshop will 
be lit with continuous light to ensure at least two delegates can 
shoot simultaneously.

Chloe - Jasmine Whichello will be your model for this workshop. 
She is very experienced and very gorgeous too. The inspiration 
for Damien’s images for this workshop will be from the painters 
Edward Hopper and Jack Vetriano and photographers Vincent 
Peters and Mario Testino.

The difference between a regular portrait and an art portrait is 
that the art portrait appeals to all viewers irrespective of whether 
they know the sitter whereas a regular portrait is for the person in 
the picture or their family and friends.



The Concept

We are creative beings who have been called to photography. 
It is vital that we take the time to nourish, feed and protect 
our creative soul - otherwise we risk running on empty. 

My session will be all about building confidence and 
encouraging us to look at our photography through new 
unlimited ways… and having fun! We will be using this as 
our fuel to recharge our batteries! Think pure positive energy 
sprinkled with creativity and the art of taking beautiful 
imagery of the human form.

What will we learn?

We are going to be totally indulgent in taking images for 
ourselves. We are going to give ourselves permission to have 
fun and learn how to play again. 

Fine Art Nude Photography

This will totally free our creativity and reconnect us to the joy 
and bliss of photography. Experimenting in areas that we are 
not so familiar will have highly beneficial effects that spill into 
all the other areas of your work. 

The model

Two days will be with a male model and one day will be with 
a female model. If you have a strong preference for shooting 
a one or the other, please let us know and we do our best to 
accommodate. This will be based on a first-come first-serve 
basis. 

What will I need to bring?

There are no hard and fast rules but expect to need a dSLR 
body, any make will be fine, with lenses from 24mm - 100mm 
(on full frame) f/2.8 or wider is ideal, but image stabilised f/4 
lenses will be fine too.

Tamara’s Masterclasses



Jo’s Masterclasses

Shooting the Story

The Concept

Learn how to raise your game from shooting children’s 
portraiture to shooting high end fine art children’s 
portraiture worth many times the fee. Learn the value of a 
signature style and take onboard the elements needed to 
create your own fine art concepts for the discerning client.

What will we learn?

The first part of this masterclass will cover creating images 
for the wall. How to maximise sales by creating an irresistible 
image designed for a specific space. Working with a single 
model, we’ll discuss how to design an image to complement 
a client’s interior style.  We’ll consider colour palette, space, 
scale, framing and finishing. 

The second half of the day will cover ‘Shooting the story’. 
Portraiture comes alive with a collection of images that 

tell the story of a family at a particular point in their lives.  
Pre-selling the idea of an album or wall collage allows us 
to shoot specifically for the story and removes some of the 
speculative nature of a photo shoot.  

Working with child models, we’ll think through how create a 
story consisting of ‘vignettes’, which translate into chapters 
in a 40-image album.  Combining more considered portraits 
with candid moments, and binding them together by 
reference to the landscape or environment. 

What will I need to bring?

There are no hard and fast rules but expect to need a dSLR 
body, any make will be fine, with lenses from 24mm - 100mm 
(on full frame) f/2.8 or wider is ideal, but image stabilised f/4 
lenses will be fine too. If you own any reflectors feel free to 
bring along these too.



Digital Art Post Production

Schedule

09.00 Coffee and registration 
09.30 - 10.15 Overview of the Post Production process 
10.15 - 11.00 Laying the foundations of excellence 
11.00 - 11.20 Coffee break 
11.20 - 13.00 Lightroom magic 
13.00 - 14.00 Lunch break 

Marko’s Masterclasses

The Concept

Marko will show you how to maximise your opportunities in 
Lightroom keeping the Photoshop process in mind. It’s often 
the fine tweaks that makes a picture sparkle. Marko will then 
go on to produce masterpieces from your pictures keeping 
the integrity of the file intact. This process uses Lightroom 
and Photoshop in unison switching back and forth as 
required, but in an efficient and speedy manner.

“My aim is always to make things as simple as possible. I have 
some great new techniques to share with delegates to bring 
their pictures to life and speed up the whole process of post 
production” Marko Nurminen

What will I learn?

You will learn how to manage your files from camera to 
client. How to bring them to life quickly while maintaining 
the file integrity. And how to perfect further enhancements 
like body reshaping, skin softening, face lifts and perspective 
correction.

Marko will show you how to use picture editing software 
to its full potential so that you can get the best from your 
RAW files. The ‘art’ doesn’t stop at the taking stage. Marko 
will show you how to further transform your finely edited 
pictures into works of art ready for the wall or album. 

Looking beyond the standard adjustments in Lightroom and 
Photoshop unlocks huge potential in your work.

“Each photographer sees their images in a different way. 
They want to emphasise qualities to create a feel that is 
uniquely theirs,” says Marko. “I will show them how to achieve 
just that, working to their design brief at the workshop.” 

What will I need to bring?

Marko will be working on your images plus those of your 
fellow delegates. He will need a selection of your RAW 
files by the start of the day. We will email you before the 
workshop with further instructions about this process.

14.00 - 15.15 Photoshop magic 
15.15 - 15.35 Afternoon tea 
15.35 - 17.30 Working at a higher level and creating looks 
that sell 
17.30 Close



The Evening Talks

Damien’s Talk 

Seeing the Light 
Tuesday - 20.30 - 22.00

In this 90 minute seminar Damien will reveal the strategies 
and systems he uses to create his blend of striking portraits. 
He will share 60 of his latest 2010 images discussing the 
lighting set ups and composition in detail. 

Having a strategy and a vision is fundamental in creating great 
portraits and this is your chance to learn from a contemporary 
master at first hand.

The three days of training workshops are complimented by three evening talks by the professional tutors. This will aim to give you an insight into what inspires and drives their passion for photography.

Tamara’s Talk 

My Life in Pictures 
Wednesday - 20.00 - 21.00

An inspirational visual feast by Tamara Peel. 

“Photography is a true passion in my life. I want to share my 
personal photographic jounrey so far, exploring the fine art 
approach I take.” - Tamara 

Jo’s Talk 

Freerange Children 
Wednesday - 21.15 - 22.00

Jo’s will discuss her creative journey thus far, and how it has 
influenced her approach to child photography. Illustrating her 
talk with images, Jo will explain the importance of an emotion 
led approach, structuring the shoot and development of 
the photo story.  Finally, she’ll share how a collaborative 
relationship with her clients enables her to sustain a top-end 
portraiture business.

Tel: (01275) 853204 

Email: blaise@lovegroveconsulting.com

Web: www.lovegroveconsulting.com

http://www.lovegroveconsulting.com/


Tuesday

09.00 Registration, tea and coffee is served. 
09.30 Meet the Tutors and introductions of 
the team 
09.45 Session 1 
11.15 - 11.35 Coffee break 
11.35 Session 2 
13.15 - 14.00 Lunch 
14.00 Session 3 
15.15 - 15.35 Afternoon tea 
15.35 Session 4 
17.30 Session close. Free time 
19.00 Reconvene for dinner at Maunsel 
20.30 Talk by Damien - ‘Seeing the light’ 
22.00 Evening close.

Event Timetable

All three days
Option A - All three shooting workshops with three evening talks.  £990 plus VAT.
(lunch and dinner included as per the timetable)    

Option B - Your choice of two shooting workshops plus Marko’s  £950 plus VAT.
Digital Art Post Production seminar with three evening talks.
(lunch and dinner included as per the timetable)      
 
Single day
Single day shooting workshop places      £375 plus VAT.
(including lunch but without dinner or evening talk)    

Single day, Marko’s Digital Art Post Production seminar    £240 plus VAT.
(including lunch but without dinner or evening talk)

Workshop Prices?

Book your place online now.

Important Information

Tel: (01275) 853204 

Email: blaise@lovegroveconsulting.com

Web: www.lovegroveconsulting.com

Wednesday

09.00 Tea and coffee is served. 
09.30 Session 1 
11.00 - 11.20 Coffee break 
11.20 Session 2 
13.00 - 14.00 Lunch 
14.00 Session 3 
15.15 - 15.35 Afternoon tea 
15.35 Session 4 
17.30 Session close. Free time 
18.30 Dinner at Maunsel 
20.00 - 21.00 Talk by Tamara - ‘My life in pictures’ 
21.15 - 22.00 Talk by Jo -  ‘Freerange Children’ 
22.00 Evening close.

Thursday

09.00 Tea and coffee is served. 
09.30 Session 1 
11.00 - 11.20 Coffee break 
11.20 Session 2 
13.00 - 14.00 Lunch 
14.00 Session 3 
15.15 - 15.35 Afternoon tea 
15.35 Session 4 
17.30 Event close.

http://www.lovegroveconsulting.com/
http://www.lovegroveconsulting.com/heart_of_portraiture.aspx


Bed and breakfast recommendations

Hotels, Bed & Breakfast and Self Catering Accommodation

Edington House 
Broadmead Lane, Edington   
01278 722238 
inge@edingtonhouse.co.uk 
Distance from venue: 14.61 miles -  
approx. 25 minute drive 
Average price per night - £65

 
Helland House, North Curry 
01823 490003 
www.hellandhouse.co.uk 
Distance from venue: 6 miles - 
approx 11 minute drive 
Average price per night - £45

 
Walnut Tree Hotel, North Petherton  
01278 662255  
www.walnut-tree-hotel.co.uk 
Distance from venue: 2.36 miles -  
approx. 5 minute drive 
Average price per night - £80  

Lower Farm, Thornfalcon  
01823 443549 
www.thornfalcon.co.uk 
(15 rooms available) 
Distance from venue: 7.9 miles -  

Fulford Grange 
Kingston St. Mary, Taunton 
01823 451206 
www.fulfordgrange.co.uk 
Distance from venue: 7.94 miles - 
approx. 14 minute drive 
Average price per night - £80

 
Sleepy Hollow Cottages 
Barton St. David 
01458 850584 
www.sleepyhollowcottages.co.uk 
Distance from venue: 22.25 miles - 
approx. 39 minute drive 
3 night breaks available to book for 
£150 

Trevarrick House 
North Curry, Taunton 
01823 491319  
www.trevarrickhouse.co.uk 
Distance from venue: 5.4 miles - 
approx. 11 minute drive 
Average price per night - £45 
 
 

Tel: (01275) 853204 

Email: blaise@lovegroveconsulting.com

Web: www.lovegroveconsulting.com

approx. 15 minute drive 
Average price per night - £50

 
Frog Street Farmhouse    
Hatch Beauchamp 
01823 481 883     
www.frogstreet.co.uk 
Distance from venue: 10.13 miles -  
approx. 18 minute drive 
Average price per night - £70

 
Great House Barns, North Newton  
(1 self catering barn sleeps 2)   
(taxi service possible) 
01278 661518
Distance from venue: 096 miles -  
approx. 1 minute drive 
Average price per night - £70

 
Dragonfly Barn (self catering) 
North Newton  
01278 661513 
www.dragonflybarn.com 
Distance from venue: 0.84 miles -  
approx. 2 minute drive 
Average price per night - £90 

The Castle Hotel, Taunton 
01823 272671 
www.the-castle-hotel.com 
Distance from venue: 8.43 miles - 
approx. 17 minute drive 
Average price per night - £140 

The Corner House Hotel, Taunton 
01823 284683 
www.corner-house.co.uk 
Distance from venue: 8.84 miles - 
approx. 20 minute drive 
Average price per night - £80

 
Holiday Inn Express, Taunton 
01823 624000  
www.hiexpress.co.uk 
Distance from venue: 7.03 miles - 
approx. 17 minute drive 
Average price per night - £85 

Hill Farm, West Monkton 
01823 412663 
www.hillfarmwestomonkton.co.uk 
Distance from venue: 5.51 miles - 
approx. 10 minute drive 
Prices - contact for details

Caravan & Campsites

Curry Pool Mill  
Cannington, Bridgwater 
01278 671135 
www.currypoolmill.co.uk 
Distance from venue: 9.5 miles -  
approx. 17 minute drive 
Prices - visit website for various 
options

Doolittle’s Campsite 
North Curry, Taunton 
01823 490686 
www.doolittlescaravan-camping.
co.uk 
Distance from venue: 6.3 miles - 
approx. 12 minute drive 
Prices - visit website for various 
options

http://www.lovegroveconsulting.com/


 
 

For more information about these masterclasses or if you have any further 
questions then please get in touch and we’ll be happy to answer them.

Tel: (01275) 853204    Email: blaise@lovegroveconsulting.com

www.lovegroveconsulting.com

Book your place here 

http://www.lovegroveconsulting.com/
http://www.lovegroveconsulting.com/heart_of_portraiture.aspx

